Spencer Henshaw Ltd

Lead Paint Awareness
Lead pollutes the environment!

Health & Safety News
We need to be aware of Hazardous Substances
Lead is a highly toxic and dangerous metal

Particles and residue of lead paint:
 will contaminate surfaces, floor
coverings and the air inside
 will hurt pets and children

 will contaminate the environment soil and waterways

The effects lead has on people’s health are serious, and they
are cumulative – that means that they build up over time
and you won’t notice until it’s too late.
I hope that got your attention!
Paint produced before 1997 often contained lead, and any
house we maintain that was built before 1997 is likely to
have been painted originally with lead paint – inside and
out.
If the paint is still in good condition it is safe . . .

Lead can be present in any layer of old
paint. If you’re doing any work on a
painted surface:

But working around, and disturbing on old lead-based paint is hazardous to workers!
Breathing dust from lead paint is dangerous.
Breathing fumes from lead paint is dangerous.
Touching and swallowing flakes of lead
paint, is dangerous.

 Carpentry
● Building
 Plumbing
● Roofing
 Paint preparation
or any work that
could disturb, damage or remove the
paint — check the
age of the building
and test the paint
with the proper test
kit.

Don’t take chances if you know lead
could be present, or if the lead test is
positive.

Exposure to lead can damage your brain,
your heart, your kidneys, your digestive
system, your nervous system, and your reproductive system.

And can be dangerous to our customers!
If a child should breathe, touch or swallow dust, fumes or
flakes of lead paint that are around the home it can:

 affect their bone and muscle growth
● damage their blood and cause anaemia
 damage their kidneys
● damage their brain
 cause learning and behaviour problems and hearing loss

Follow the correct work procedures to
isolate the hazard during work, use all
the right protective clothing and equipment, and dispose of the contaminated
waste responsibly.

It’s our job to make sure that homes that were painted with lead paint years ago, are safe for the
people living in them now.
That’s why:
it’s our job and your job is to prevent contamination.
it’s our job and your job to take care of yourself when you’re working around lead paint.
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